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Introduction and summary

The research on expanded learning time in school has shown that time spent beyond the traditional school day can play an important role in influencing student achievement by providing students with additional time to master certain skills and topics and to expose them to enriching activities. Expanded learning time policies that implement systematic vocabulary instruction can be especially beneficial for struggling readers and writers. Vocabulary knowledge has been identified as the most important indicator of oral language proficiency, which is particularly important for the comprehension of both spoken and written language. Moreover, general vocabulary knowledge is the single best predictor of reading comprehension. The interdependence of word knowledge and reading comprehension increases as students advance through school.

Unfortunately, many low-income children and English language learners have limited word knowledge, which negatively affects their reading comprehension in the upper elementary and middle school grades. As early as the first grade, children from higher-income families know at least twice as many words as children from less affluent families. As students advance in grade level, the materials they read become more difficult, and students who lack academic language can neither access nor comprehend these texts. We have only to consider the typical high-poverty school, where approximately half of incoming ninth-grade students read two or three years below grade level.

In addition, children who are learning English often enter kindergarten lagging behind their English-only peers in the skills necessary to start reading, with the gap remaining throughout their school years. For English language learners in particular, the traditional school schedule often fails to provide enough opportunities for them to catch up.

So how can policymakers and practitioners address disparities in vocabulary and spoken language based on children's family income and English-language proficiency? We will address this question with three recommendations:

(1) To close the literacy gap in the elementary and middle grades, schools should consider using systematic vocabulary instruction throughout the school day and during expanded learning time. Lower-income children who need preparation in academic language and exposure to texts that promote academic vocabulary are not getting enough
of either type of instruction. Explicit vocabulary instruction rarely occurs in schools, and when it does it appears to be insufficient for promoting word growth and increased comprehension of text.6

Our primary recommendation is for educators and educational leadership to provide school-wide systematic vocabulary instruction for low-income children and English language learners. This is not a new idea: During the War on Poverty in the 1960s, there were calls for systematic instruction in vocabulary for disadvantaged students as one of the mechanisms for increasing academic achievement.7

As late as the fifth grade, children learn almost 80 percent of new words as a result of direct explanation, usually by a teacher.8 This is good news because it underscores the effectiveness of teacher-directed instruction in improving vocabulary and comprehension. Interventions that specifically target vocabulary learning have shown promising results for at-risk children and should be a primary component of expanded learning time.

Because of time constraints during the traditional school day, many literacy blocks tend to promote some of the skills associated with early reading over others. Skills such as phonological awareness and decoding are vital for reading comprehension, but vocabulary knowledge and familiarity with text structures are crucial as well. It may be accurate to claim that a great part of the achievement gap is in fact a vocabulary gap. This gap, we argue, can be narrowed through more time spent on developing this crucial language base.

(2) To implement systematic vocabulary instruction, educators need to accomplish three goals: sustain a school-wide vocabulary program, assess student knowledge, and help teachers target the right words during instruction. By optimally using extended learning time to accelerate effective vocabulary and academic language instruction, teachers can help all students at all grade levels develop the kinds of language skills crucial to academic success.

- There is a need to focus on creating and sustaining a school-wide approach to systematic vocabulary instruction—with features known to work—while simultaneously expanding instructional time. Designing and implementing an effective language intervention that crosses grade levels is a challenging enterprise in underperforming schools with low levels of academic achievement and incoherent organizational structures.9 Interventions work best if they initially receive wide support by leadership and practitioners and clearly address a district, school-identified, or nominated concern.10 If limited vocabulary knowledge has been identified by district leaders as an impediment to children’s reading abilities and access to content area texts, that consensus allows for a targeted and thoughtful approach to the challenge at hand.
• Assessing vocabulary knowledge is crucial to targeting the words children need to know to do well in school. There are written and oral vocabulary measures that provide some meaningful evaluation of a child’s vocabulary. But written vocabulary assessments are limited because they measure word knowledge through reading comprehension assessments or target words that do not give a real picture of the breadth and depth of a child’s actual vocabulary. In the case of designing programs or interventions, assessing students’ vocabulary knowledge must be closely linked to each school’s instructional and curricular goals.

• Educators are not in the position to teach the sheer number of words struggling readers need to know to access school texts, participate in academically productive discussions, or produce academic writing. Therefore, it is paramount to target the kinds of words that students are likely to encounter in textbooks and on tests and explicitly teach these across content areas.

(3) Expanded learning time policies may enhance systematic vocabulary instruction’s effectiveness for low-income children and English language learners. It is clear that we need more planned curricula, more vocabulary learning and teaching, and more time to do both—especially for children attending high-poverty schools. Embedding systematic vocabulary and literacy instruction in high-poverty schools that expand learning time holds significant promise for closing literacy gaps.

Although there are few studies that specifically examine the effects of systematic vocabulary instruction within an expanded learning time policy, research suggests that such an approach would accelerate the vocabulary and comprehension gains of struggling readers.

Recent evaluations of systematic vocabulary instruction during the regular school day have produced positive impacts on children’s vocabulary, comprehension, and writing skills. It is therefore reasonable for us to assume that implementing systematic vocabulary instruction in an expanded learning time curriculum would have equally positive effects on student outcomes. Our review of three studies in this report suggests that even expanded learning time policies that provide systematic literacy instruction in the early grades have clear benefits for low-income children and English language learners.

The powerful combination of systematic vocabulary instruction and expanded learning time has the potential to address the large and long-standing literacy gaps in U.S. public schools. But ultimately, evidence from a rigorous experimental study is needed to determine whether the combination of systematic vocabulary instruction and expanded learning time could help close and eliminate literacy gaps.
Part I: The nature of the problem

In the upper elementary and middle grades, many low-income children and English language learners lack the literacy skills to succeed in school and to read grade-level texts. In fourth and eighth grade, there is clear evidence that low-income children and English language learners perform significantly worse on standardized reading comprehension tests compared to middle-income children and English-proficient children.

For instance, a 2007 report from the National Center for Education Statistics, or NCES, found that 70 percent of English language learners, or ELLs, in fourth and eighth grade scored below basic in their reading ability as measured by the National Assessment of Educational Progress, or NAEP. Figure 1 displays the literacy gap’s magnitude on the 2007 NAEP for Grades 4 and 8.

In both grades, middle-income children (i.e., not eligible for free lunch) scored nearly three-fourths of a standard deviation higher than low-income children. In addition, English-proficient children also scored a full standard deviation higher than English language learners. These gaps imply that on average, low-income children and English-language learners scored in the bottom quartile on the Grade 4 and 8 NAEP reading tests.

This literacy gap is rooted in children’s early experiences at home and at school. Both the quality of children’s oral language experiences at home and the quality of vocabulary instruction in school have lasting consequences that contribute to the gap.

Home factors

Young children from different socioeconomic groups come to school with dramatically different listening vocabularies: Low-income children enter kindergarten with 3,000 words, while children from middle-class families may enter with a vocabulary of 20,000 words. Comparisons across socioeconomic groups show that less-educated parents tend to talk less and use a less-varied vocabulary with their children.

This lack of vocabulary can be a detriment because talking to children is crucial for developing language and is a major precursor to literacy. Studies have found that parents from middle- and upper-class families not only talk more frequently to their children,
but provide them with the kinds of interactions that promote school-valued and literate behaviors.\textsuperscript{17} These kinds of language interactions provide children with opportunities to become familiar with the language of school texts and also predict vocabulary growth and future academic outcomes.\textsuperscript{18}

By age 3, children from professional families have larger vocabularies than children from working-class and welfare families. Table 1 displays data from Betty Hart and Todd Risley’s study on the quantity and quality of words used in the homes of children from different social and economic backgrounds.\textsuperscript{19} By age 3, the recorded vocabulary size of children from professional families (average 1,116 words) is substantially larger than for children from working-class (average 749 words) and welfare families (average 525). On average, children from professional families also hear more new words per hour than children from less-advantaged families.

### Averages for measures of parent and child language and test scores

By age 3, the recorded vocabulary size of children from professional families is substantially larger than for children from working-class and welfare families

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures and scores</th>
<th>13 Professional</th>
<th>23 Working-class</th>
<th>6 Welfare</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pretest score</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQ score at age 3</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recorded vocabulary size (age 3 for child)</td>
<td>2,176</td>
<td>1,116</td>
<td>1,498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average utterances per hour</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average different words per hours</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Hart and Risley (2003), p. 176

By age 4, these early deficits in vocabulary size have accumulated a 30 million-word gap in word exposure between children in professional (45 million words) and welfare families (13 million). In fact, children in professional families have heard almost as many words by age 1 (11.2 million) as children in welfare families have heard by age 4 (13 million).

If one considers the challenges facing English language learners who enter school with limited or no English at all, these statistics are even more sobering. English language learners are “school dependent” for English language development, and so the quantity and quality of exposure to rich and abundant language in school is absolutely essential. This makes it imperative for expanded learning time to be spent on language development for these vulnerable groups.

It’s also not surprising that early deficits in oral language can translate into later deficits in reading comprehension. One longitudinal study showed that oral language skills developed by children at the age of 4½ predicted their word reading in the first grade as well as reading comprehension in the third grade.\textsuperscript{20} And seminal studies have shown that
low-income children’s reading scores diverge from those of middle class children after the primary grades. This “fourth-grade slump” appears to occur for low-income children because they are unfamiliar with the linguistic and cognitive demands of texts, which grow after the third grade. After that point language increasingly becomes more decontextualized, abstract, technical, and literary as children progress through school.21

But let’s pause for a minute and explain what we mean by “oral language” and its relationship to reading achievement. It is important to define oral language (and its connection to reading) beyond what we term “vocabulary knowledge.” Oral language is vocabulary knowledge (knowing a lot of important words), but it also involves familiarity with the kind of syntax found in texts (which children get from being read to), deep word knowledge of how words can have multiple meanings (the word “draft” is a good example), and familiarity with the different kinds of narrative discourse processes (how information is set up and organized, which is different for literature than for science).22

Unfortunately, many policymakers, administrators, and teachers alike are unaware of the complexity of language development and its critical role in early and later reading and writing success. Even worse, these skills are rarely explicitly taught in high-poverty schools.

Interventions designed to promote oral language development for reading and academic achievement must therefore be rooted in an understanding of the language and textual demands of grade-level content. This in turn would result in more targeted support for the particular needs of low-income children and English language learners. Rich language environments at school—especially with more time devoted to building this foundation—can promote the kind of language skills that low-income children need to become better readers, successful students, and members of an informed and working citizenry.

School factors

It is regrettable that schools often fail to provide instruction that helps low-income children and English language learners acquire the word knowledge to comprehend grade-level texts.

Results from the national Reading First Impact Study underscore the need for more direct and explicit vocabulary instruction. Although the Reading First legislation encouraged schools to implement scientifically based reading instruction in phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension, the national evaluation of Reading First indicated that teachers spent more time on phonics and comprehension than on vocabulary instruction in both first and second grade.23 Thus, a first step toward addressing the vocabulary gap is to consider some principles to increase the quantity and quality of vocabulary instruction from kindergarten to eighth grade during the regular school day and during expanded learning time.
Teachers in high-poverty schools often report having limited experience and expertise in successfully teaching vocabulary and academic language to these very students. A review of the content covered in teacher education programs highlights the limited opportunities pre-service candidates are given to develop knowledge about language teaching and learning. In other words, lower-income children who need preparation in academic language and exposure to the kinds of texts that promote academic vocabulary are not getting much of either type of instruction in their classrooms. Explicit vocabulary instruction rarely occurs in schools, and when it does, it appears to be insufficient for promoting word growth and increased comprehension of text. Case in point: One study showed that explicit instruction of vocabulary in the third, fourth, and fifth grades occurred on average for 1.67 minutes a day, or about 100 seconds of vocabulary instruction.

Low-income students consistently have less access in school to high-quality conversation and reading materials than do middle-class students. Research focusing on teacher dialogue and availability of classroom materials in low-income first-grade classrooms found that teachers spent less than four minutes a day engaging their students with informational texts (kids’ newspapers, *National Geographic* articles on volcanoes or snakes), as these were often unavailable. These informational texts are rich in academic language and content-area vocabulary and provide obvious vehicles for enhancing classroom discussion, developing background and world knowledge, and increasing vocabulary. Providing more time and opportunities for less-advantaged students to read or be read to (especially for English language learners) during the school day and as an integral part of ELT would be a critical support for increasing language and literacy across the grade levels.

These limited opportunities to acquire academic vocabulary contribute to the fourth-grade slump in reading among many low-income children. It appears that the transition from “learning to read to reading to learn” is more difficult for children who are unfamiliar with the language of later-grade texts, which is increasingly abstract and offers little in the way of contextual support. These readers need more systematic vocabulary instruction and more background information to deal with unknown words and concepts as they progress into the later grades. In *The Reading Crisis: Why Poor Children Fall Behind*, Jeanne Chall, Vicki Jacobs, and Luke Baldwin found that low-income children fell behind most rapidly on tests of word meaning (i.e., vocabulary). To highlight this point, the authors reported the reading scores of low-income children assessed in Grades 3, 5, and 7.

In Chall’s study, low-income children were scoring at or above national norms on third-grade tests. The first set of bars in Figure 2 shows the mean grade equivalent score at the end of third grade. At the end of third grade, the mean Grade Equivalent, or GE, score on all four reading tests was at or above 3.9, which represents the average score for children in the ninth month of third grade. In other words, the children were reading at grade level on measures of word reading, oral reading, silent reading comprehension, and word meaning. However, by the end of fifth grade, these children were already a grade level behind in
word meaning (GE = 4.8). And by seventh grade, the mean score on word knowledge was 5.0 GEs and nearly three grade equivalents below the national norm of 7.9 GEs.

The decline in vocabulary scores may underlie the difficulties that low-income children and English language learners confront on standardized tests of reading comprehension in the upper elementary and middle-school grades. It may be safe to say that a great part of the literacy gap on assessments such as NAEP is in fact a vocabulary gap. Children can appear to be good readers because they are able to decode words, but they are unable to answer comprehension questions. This is because they have not learned or been taught the kinds of words that are essential for understanding texts and tests.

In Part II we will address the question of what schools can do to close these large achievement gaps in reading.
Part II: Three principles of systematic vocabulary instruction

Low-income students and English language learners need ample opportunities to learn new words across grade levels and content areas. Adopting a school-wide vocabulary program implemented during the regular school day and during expanded learning time is critical to addressing the literacy gap.

There are three best practices for systematic vocabulary instruction that can enhance the performance of struggling readers.

Systematic vocabulary instruction requires school-wide coordination

The left column of Table 2 summarizes best practices of school-wide instruction. Systematic vocabulary instruction delivered by elementary teachers and by science, social studies, and math teachers in the middle grades can help accelerate the acquisition of new words. Over time, instruction across content areas can have a cumulative effect on prior gains in vocabulary and reading comprehension that may slip without constant reinforcement.

These best practices, however, are rarely observed in schools. As described in the right column of Table 2, vocabulary instruction is typically restricted to English language arts, or ELA, classroom teachers, who are chiefly responsible for implementing vocabulary programs. As a result, common school practices limit the amount of instructional time devoted to vocabulary instruction and are unlikely to accelerate the word knowledge of disadvantaged children.

Systematic vocabulary instruction should be school-wide for a number of reasons. First, the instruction must be school-wide if children of all ages are to be routinely and uniformly exposed to the kind of language they need to become successful readers and writers. Since it takes up to 12 encounters with a word to reliably learn it, children need multiple exposures to academic language and vocabulary (across the domains of speaking, listening, reading, and writing).
Second, systematic vocabulary instruction can help children learn a word’s often multiple meanings and understand how a word’s meaning can change in different contexts or how it is used in a particular subject matter area. And finally, more time to acquire vocabulary is especially critical for English language learners and low-income children. Many English language learners come to school with limited English and in some cases with no English at all. If low-income children are behind their non-poor counterparts, low-income ELLs present an even more dramatic scenario. Native English speakers typically know at least 5,000 to 7,000 words at school entry and so English learners not only must close that initial gap but also keep pace with the native speakers. To do this, they must steadily expand their vocabularies.30

In short, a school-wide plan for vocabulary instruction is more effective than one restricted to English language arts classrooms.

Systematic vocabulary instruction requires better measures of students’ word knowledge

The left column of Table 3 summarizes best practices in measuring vocabulary. These best practices include assessment of high-leverage words that are crucial for understanding academic text (e.g., history and science textbooks). Given their importance in the school curriculum, high-leverage words should be assessed at the beginning and the end of the school year. In addition, good measurement examines children’s ability to use words in their writing. Finally, the assessment results should be routinely discussed and shared among all content area teachers.

More common, however, are the practices found in the right column of Table 3. These include the use of a single standardized test score from a silent reading comprehension test. Moreover, summative measures are typically only shared with ELA teachers. These practices do little to inform other teachers about their students’ understanding of vocabulary found across content areas. As a result, it is difficult to understand the specific weaknesses that need to be addressed through instruction.

Common measures of vocabulary may not inform effective instruction for several reasons. Teachers often teach words that students already know or teach words that are disconnected from the school curriculum or content-area texts. A few written and oral vocabulary measures provide some meaningful evaluation of a learner’s word knowledge base. But written vocabulary assessments are limited because they measure word knowledge through reading comprehension assessments or target words that do not give a real window on a child’s actual vocabulary.
The vocabulary gap that exists between low- and high-achieving students can be narrowed by selecting words for instruction—and assessments—in a more targeted and purposeful manner.31 These include choosing: (a) words that are unknown to students; (b) words that are related thematically; (c) morphological families; and (d) words that appear in a variety of different and rich textual contexts.32 In the case of designing vocabulary programs or interventions, assessing students' vocabulary knowledge must be closely linked to each school's instructional and curricular goals.

It is difficult to measure children's word knowledge because vocabulary assessments in the upper grades tend to be disconnected from the actual curriculum and content area texts children are supposed to master. Teachers also must be aware of the level of vocabulary knowledge of their students—especially at the secondary level—in order for them to teach the language associated with the content areas as well as the language that crosses subject matter.

In short, diagnostic measures of children's vocabulary are a prerequisite for effective instruction.

Helping teachers target the right words during instruction

The left column in Table 4 highlights some best practices in vocabulary instruction in the elementary and middle grades. First, high-leverage target words should be embedded in the school's curriculum and in accompanying texts; in other words, word study should be an integral part of the school's curricular goals. The more common practice, however, is to teach isolated words often detached from a school's curriculum and those that infrequently occur in texts but have none of the attributes of high-leverage, all-purpose words. For instance, negligible words such as “utter,” “marigolds,” and “crystal” are words that have narrow definitions and should not receive the kind of attention they often get.

Additionally, target words should be embedded in classroom discussion and activities that cross the reading, speaking, listening, and writing domains. These words frequently appear across content area texts (words such as “deny,” “refer,” “represent,” and “analyze”) and their various meanings are highlighted by teachers across subject matter. But again, the most common practice is for ELA teachers to have students memorize word lists and word definitions and then have students display their knowledge of these words in quizzes or tests instead of in writing or classroom discussions and debates.

Finally, best practices at the elementary school level for teaching language and important words would commit all teachers to a school-wide approach to vocabulary learning and teaching. It is the unfortunate truth that language teaching and learning has so far been solely delegated to English language arts teachers.
In sum, the right approach is for schools to target the right words and tie these to curricular goals. All teachers should deliver all-purpose, high-leverage language through more effective practices and this strategy should be implemented school-wide to result in more vocabulary learning.

Targeting the right words in the upper elementary and middle grades: High-leverage mortar words

The upper elementary and middle grades focus more on disciplinary literacy and mastery of content-area subject matter and related vocabulary. Lost in the shuffle are the “mortar” words that hold these foundational pieces together. These are all-purpose academic words that are crucial for understanding texts, regardless of content area (words such as “infer,” “deny,” “justify,” “analyze,” and “interpret”). They are high-leverage words that are used to express thinking, classifying, and expressing relationships but are often overlooked instructionally, as they are thought to be learned incidentally.

These frequently occurring words that cross texts at all grade levels have been compiled by various researchers and are available electronically. However, most content-area teachers do not feel responsible for teaching these all-purpose academic words crucial for understanding texts, which occur with reasonable frequency in academic texts and glossaries in the same. There are few vocabulary programs and interventions designed to target these particular words at this level, although some do exist for both the early and intermediate grades. If educators embraced a school-wide approach to systematic vocabulary instruction, measured student knowledge, and taught the right target words, would student achievement improve? We begin to explore this question in Part III.
Part III: Does systematic vocabulary instruction during expanded learning time improve reading comprehension and vocabulary outcomes for low-income children and English language learners?

Embedding systematic vocabulary instruction into expanded learning time has the potential to improve reading comprehension and vocabulary outcomes for struggling readers. Table 5 describes core design principles of expanded learning time. Many of these principles align with the best practices of systematic vocabulary instruction.

For instance, both systematic vocabulary instruction and expanded learning time include (1) schools as the focus of reform, (2) a redesigned curriculum to add learning time, (3) expanded learning time for all students, (4) targeting of low-income schools, and (5) a focus on a school-wide effort to improve core academics, enrichment, and professional development. Details of each component of systematic vocabulary instruction were outlined in Part II (Tables 2, 3, and 4).

ELT policies should significantly expand learning time by approximately 30 percent, which translates into two hours per day or 360 hours per year.35 To date, there is no study that evaluates the effects of systematic vocabulary instruction in an expanded learning time policy as defined in Table 5.36 Therefore, we discuss findings from three different studies to understand how an intervention that coupled systematic vocabulary and literacy instruction with expanded learning time might affect student achievement.

**Definition of expanded learning time**

Core design principles include expansion of time that is significant and expanding time for all students in school

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core design principles of expanded learning time initiatives include:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Schools as the focus of reform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- School redesign to add learning time, not a “tack on” of additional time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Expansion of learning time that is significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Expanding time for all students in a school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Focus on low-income schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Time and support to plan for a redesigned school calendar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- School leadership and support for expanded learning time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Focus on core academics, enrichment, and teacher professional development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Word Generation: A school-wide, cross-content vocabulary curriculum**

Word Generation is a cross-content vocabulary program designed to develop all-purpose, high-leverage vocabulary and academic language for struggling middle school students. This intervention was designed in collaboration with the Strategic Education Research Partnership, or SERP, literacy researchers from around the country, and district administrators and practitioners from the Boston Public Schools, or BPS.
This partnership with Boston, SERP’s first field site, focused on improving adolescent literacy outcomes with a specific focus on vocabulary and academic language, which was cited by the district as a recurring problem. In particular, the district noted that students from low-income families and English language learners fared poorly on district and state assessments because of their limited vocabularies. Classroom practitioners also reported that because students lacked academic language and vocabulary, they did not know many of the words presupposed in content-specific texts, which limited these students’ ability to comprehend or access meaning of the same.

In response, Word Generation was designed to meet goals at three levels:

- **At the student level,** the program would build knowledge of high-frequency academic words, skills at spoken and written academic discourse, and world knowledge.

- **At the teacher level,** the program would help promote regular use of effective strategies usable in everyday instruction.

- **At the school level,** the program would help faculty collaborate across grades and across content areas. This particular feature of school-wide implementation (or at the very least a grade level) is crucial, as it depends on the participation of teachers in different content areas to display different contexts for use and multiple exposures to the target words. This requires groups of teachers who may not frequently have the opportunity to discuss instruction to work together and to hold each other accountable for the work of supporting students’ vocabulary and literacy development.

The Word Generation curriculum incorporates the best practices of systematic vocabulary instruction. It is a school-wide intervention, measures student vocabulary, and helps teachers target the right words during instruction. In addition, the Word Generation intervention organizes instruction around engaging topics and salient issues. Some of these topics appeared to be more relevant to particular students (legalization for undocumented immigrants) while others resonated with students because they reflected issues directly related to adolescence (being paid to do well in school, academic tracking, online predators, cyberbullying, etc).

**Results**

Word Generation was piloted in two Boston middle schools during the 2006-07 academic year, and it then expanded to include four new schools in 2007-08. Now in its third year, 2008-09, Word Generation is being implemented in eight Boston Public Schools as well as in several other Massachusetts districts (Arlington and Cambridge) and individual schools in other states.
Results: Year 2

In its second year, an evaluation of Word Generation by researchers at the Harvard Graduate School of Education showed significantly greater growth on a curriculum-specific test among sixth- through eighth-grade students in the six schools implementing the program than in comparison schools. And although all treatment schools improved, there was variation in which words were being effectively taught. Encouraging data showed that students who came from language-minority families in the treatment schools displayed greater growth than the English-proficient students. Students’ improvement on the curriculum-specific test also predicted their performance on the state English language arts assessment—again only for those in the treatment schools. The results also suggested that participation in the intervention—with its focus on deep reading, comprehending current events topics, productive classroom discussion, developing arguments, and producing persuasive essays—was a plausible contributor to student performance on the Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System.38

This study looked at the performance of students in five schools implementing the Word Generation program and compared them to the performance of students in three schools within the same system that did not choose to implement the program. The data reported in Table 6 suggest that the comparison schools were performing better than the treatment schools at the start of the study, and that impression was confirmed by differences in performance on the curriculum-specific pretest.

It also is likely that the improvement on the multiple-choice assessment represents not only gains in specific word knowledge but also an index of exposure to the Word Generation curriculum—a curriculum that taught new content, deep reading and comprehension skills, discussion, argumentation, and writing.39

Effects of the Word Generation program on vocabulary scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment status</th>
<th>Pre-test Mean</th>
<th>Pre-test SD</th>
<th>Post-test Mean</th>
<th>Post-test SD</th>
<th>Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comparison group</td>
<td>21.02</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>22.97</td>
<td>7.15</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment group</td>
<td>18.53</td>
<td>6.17</td>
<td>22.93</td>
<td>7.33</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Snow, Lawrence, and White (under review).

Word Generation and expanded learning time: The Curley School as case study

One of the eight schools adopting Word Generation this year is the Curley K-8 School in Jamaica Plain, a neighborhood in Boston. The Curley serves large numbers of low-income children (74 percent), and many of them come from second-language homes (40 percent). Half of these students are designated limited English proficient (20 percent) and are placed in sheltered content classrooms with language development support.

The Curley recently merged its elementary and middle schools and is administered by two co-principals, Jeffrey Slater (middle school) and Myrna Vega-Wilson (lower school). Jeff Slater, in his first year as principal at the Curley, adopted Word Generation upon beginning
his tenure. He had witnessed the program’s impact on word learning, writing quality, and internal coherence as a principal in one of the six participating schools the year before.40

The Curley is in its second year of No Child Left Behind “restructuring” and also is a “superintendent school,” a designation given by the district to schools that failed to make Adequate Yearly Progress, or AYP—annual targets for performance the state sets as part of the requirements of No Child Left Behind. It also is a subset of the Commonwealth Priority Schools, schools that are identified by the state education agency as underperforming. Superintendent schools are provided with extra support to improve academic achievement, including an extended school day for academic and enrichment activities (with pay for teachers), intensive leadership training, and greater accountability requirements. Along with this effort to improve academic achievement, Word Generation was adopted in the fall of 2008 by a school-wide consensus and many hours of professional development support. It is being implemented five days a week in all classrooms, including sheltered classrooms serving English language learners.

The Curley has pre-assessment data on its students’ target word knowledge (the program’s multiple-choice assessment) and will retest students after the curriculum is completed in June 2009. The school currently is implementing unit 10 of the 24 curricular units of Word Generation; each school has a Word Generation facilitator who oversees implementation, collects writing samples, and provides feedback to the program developers on teachers and students’ levels of engagement and participates in ongoing professional development.

Word Generation also is being used as the expanded learning time curriculum for 30 or all 60 minutes of the extra hour provided by the extended day four days a week, which gives students extra support with vocabulary learning through reading, writing, and academic discussions. Wednesday is reserved for enrichment activities taught by local faculty (dance, sports, fashion design, nutrition and exercise, yoga, stepping) but also academic instruction (geometry, world literatures, poetry, art history, book clubs, economics and the stock market, bridge design, humanitarian issues and human rights, presidential elections).

The topics covered to this point include the government’s role in recycling, the war in Iraq, the ethics of genetic testing, and whether adoption information should be available to birth children. Target words are embedded in texts that describe these timely topics and moral dilemmas and are given more exposure in content area specific activities: For example, the science activity for recycling involves an experiment with plastic bags and gauging the degree of their biodegradability. There is an effort to promote both scientific reasoning as well as the kind of academic language that crosses the content areas. The math problem for this particular week involves a word problem around the number of BTUs used to make paper and plastic bags. The social studies activity always involves a debate that is a forum for engaging students in academically productive discussions as well as a salient topic. During this week, students adopt positions for and against recycling as a matter of private or governmental oversight using target words and information in the
The English language arts activities involve the launching of the original passage and culminate with an end-of-the-week writing essay.

Target words for the 10 units (50 in total) covered thus far at the Curley include anchor words (“recycling” would be an anchor word, as would “genetic” and “adoption”) along with words from the Academic Word List, which include “justify,” “debate,” “biases,” “perspective,” “strategy,” “research,” “notion,” “consent,” “ensures,” “duration,” “diminish,” and “estimate.”

The Curley is an excellent example of systematic vocabulary instruction in action: There has been school-wide adoption of the intervention, an assessment of the students’ vocabulary knowledge, and a targeting of the right words for instruction—all within the context of expanded learning time. There are no results of the ELT version of Word Generation at the Curley as of yet. However, because Word Generation has been implemented in other schools with significant growth in target words as well as in writing quality, there is a high level of probability that these gains would be replicated at the Curley—if not surpassed—with the expanded learning time being devoted to Word Generation.

---

**Project Excel: Systematic literacy instruction and partial expanded learning time**

Under the leadership of then-Superintendent Daniel Domenech, the Fairfax County Public Schools instituted an expanded learning time initiative called Project Excel in the 1999-00 school year. The goal of Project Excel was to expand learning time for the 20 lowest-performing elementary schools, which served a high concentration of mobile students, low-income students, and English language learners.41

Project Excel extended learning time for all children in a school, targeted high-poverty schools, required schools to implement an enhanced academic program, and measured improvements in student achievement. With Project Excel funds, most schools expanded time by eliminating early Monday closings, implemented technology-based phonics instruction in kindergarten and first grade, and reduced class sizes. Unlike the Word Generation intervention, Project Excel focused more broadly on increasing instructional time across content areas.

The district conducted an evaluation to assess the impact of Project Excel on student achievement.42 Although the final evaluation reported outcomes for literacy and mathematics, our review will focus on reading comprehension and vocabulary. In the evaluation, the 20 Excel schools were matched to 20 control schools on the basis of the School Accountability Index, or SAI, score in 2000-01. Although the percentage of English language learners was similar in Excel schools (36 percent) and control schools (34 percent), Excel schools had a larger percentage of low-income students (48 percent) than control
Given these initial differences in school demographics, it is clear that Excel schools were more economically disadvantaged than comparison schools.

From 1999 to 2003, Excel schools enjoyed significantly larger gains than non-Excel schools on the Grade 3 and 5 Virginia Standards of Learning, or SOL, tests in English. In Excel schools, the percentage of children who passed the Grade 3 English SOL tests climbed by 12 percentage points, from 50 percent in 1999 to 62 percent in 2003 in Excel schools. In control schools, SOL pass rates improved by 10 points, from 62 percent to 72 percent. Thus, the initial disparity in pass rates on the SOL Grade 3 tests between Excel and control schools closed by two points in 2003—the final year of the evaluation. On the Grade 5 SOL English tests, the gap between Excel and control schools closed by 10 points.43

However, when these same analyses were conducted with Grade 4 and 6 Stanford 9 scores as the outcome, there were no statistically significant differences in the percentage of children above the 50th percentile in total reading (comprehension and vocabulary).44 One possible explanation for the difference in test score trends for the SOL tests and Stanford 9 may stem from summer learning loss. Because the Stanford 9 tests in Grades 4 and 9 were administered in the fall, children in Excel schools may have undergone larger learning losses than children in comparison schools.

Overall, these results suggest that Excel schools closed the gap on curriculum-based tests tied to the Virginia SOL English language arts test but not on a nationally norm referenced test of reading comprehension and vocabulary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Free or reduced-price lunch status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excel (n = 555)</td>
<td>46.44</td>
<td>46.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison (n = 289)</td>
<td>46.64</td>
<td>46.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English language learner status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excel (n = 244)</td>
<td>45.28</td>
<td>47.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison (n = 182)</td>
<td>46.33</td>
<td>46.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Fairfax County Public Schools (2004), Tables I-3, I-4.

Grade 3 (2001) to Grade 5 (2003) gains on the SOL English tests for subgroups defined by free or reduced-price lunch status and English language learner status.

The district also examined scores for a subset of children who remained in Excel and control schools for two consecutive years. These results revealed no statistically significant difference in gains on the Grade 3 and Grade 5 SOL English tests overall and for low-income children and English language learners (see Table 7). The results from these analyses are important because there was no increasing gap in performance between children in Excel and control schools. Since Excel schools were more economically disadvantaged than control schools at the beginning of the study, children in the Excel schools might be expected to fall behind their peers in the control schools. However, it is noteworthy that low-income children and English language learners in Excel schools performed as well as their peers in the control schools, suggesting that the literacy gap did not grow larger during the elementary grades.

The evaluation of Project Excel should be viewed as a first step toward understanding the link between expanded learning time and reading achievement. The Excel intervention is a mix of expanded learning time, technology-based phonics in the early grades, class-size reduction, and school-wide
instructional programs. As a result, it is difficult to identify the contribution of each component of Excel to student learning. Most important of all, Excel and control schools were clearly different at the outset of the evaluation, suggesting that Excel schools were more disadvantaged than comparison schools. Despite these initial differences in achievement, there is some evidence that the gap in performance closed on the Virginia SOL tests and that low-income children and English language learners who remained in Excel schools performed as well as their counterparts in comparison schools at the end of the study.
Part IV: Conclusion: Putting the pieces of the puzzle together

Embedding systematic vocabulary and literacy instruction in high-poverty schools that extend learning time holds significant promise for closing literacy gaps in the elementary and middle grades. Systematic vocabulary instruction and expanded learning time represent the key elements of our three-part strategy.

- First, systematic vocabulary instruction such as the Word Generation curriculum are school-wide interventions that measure children’s vocabulary and help teachers target the right words during instruction. Recent studies of Word Generation highlight positive effects on vocabulary learning among middle school students.

- Second, partial expanded learning time policies such as Project Excel can promote school-wide improvement in student achievement while helping low-income children and English language learners keep up with their peers in more economically advantaged schools.

- Third, a promising strategy for closing literacy gaps should couple systematic vocabulary instruction with full expanded learning time policies. Embedding Word Generation in an expanded learning time policy has the greatest potential to accelerate the reading achievement of low-income children and English language learners.

By putting the pieces of the puzzle together, we have a clearer picture of how systematic vocabulary instruction and expanded learning time might be combined into an effective strategy for closing literacy gaps.

Our strategy, however, remains untested. Putting our strategy to the test will require a collaborative study that brings together a consortium of districts and schools interested in implementing our strategy and evaluating its effects on vocabulary and comprehension. In pursuing this goal, intermediary organizations that advocate for expanded learning time might play a key role in brokering relationships between researchers and educators wishing to collaborate on a future study. It is, of course, customary for researchers to encourage more study before policies are brought to scale. Ultimately, evidence from a rigorous experimental study is needed to determine whether the combination of systematic vocabulary instruction and expanded learning time could help close and eliminate literacy gaps.

RAND Reading Study Group. 2002. Reading for Understanding: Toward an R&D Program in Reading Comprehension. Santa Monica: RAND.
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